
A new Paradigm for the  Dark Matter Phenomenon.



This talk is not:
-a review of the properties of the dark and luminous matter in galaxies of the problems 

of the ΛCDM scenario at galactic scale

-a support for some new Scenario for the DM Phenomenon

It is instead:
-a coming out on the DM issue, motivated by its observational properties emerged in 

the past 20 years.  

Given the DMP(2024) we need to abandon not only the currently favoured 

scenario, but also its generating Paradigm and to substitute it with a specific one. 



Dark Matter emerges to account for effects 

that appear to be the result of invisible mass 

DM PHENOMENON 

Kinematics

Strong and weak lensing

Bullet Cluster
Existence of Galaxies

2 p correlation function 



Dark Matter IS NOT:
-a particle
-a tension in Physics
-the outcome of a theory/scenario.

DM IS:  
-a phenomenon. Multiple evidence at different scales of the Universe unexplained
without postulating the existence of a dark massive BSM component.

-DMP(year): it has rapidly increased with time in quantity and in complexity.



1) it connects the (new) Dark Matter physics with the (known) physics of the Early Universe.

2) it sheds light on open issues of the Standard Model particle physics and even on long standing big issues of 

Physics

3)  it has a (unique) underlying dark particle which can be detected by experiments and observations with the present        

technology

4)  it introduces the particle in a natural and simple way and its interactions with the rest of the Universe are linked to 

the cosmological matter density. 

5)  it is mathematically described by a very small number of parameters and by unique and known initial conditions

6)  It has a strong predictive power on the evolution of the structures of the Universe whose evolution can be fully  

followed by suitable numerical simulations. 

7) The scenario crystallizes with the original DMP

Beauty= simplicity, naturalness, usefulness, achieving    
expectations, Optimism, harmonically extending our knowledge



From the Apollonian DM Paradigm:

a specific scenario reverse engeniered by DMP(1990).

Cold, collisionless WIMP (Weakly interacting massive dark particle)

Relic DM particle from the early Universe, possibly from SuperSymmetric extensions of the standard model of particle physics 

Just the existence of such particle entirely defines the scenario. 

The assumed Weak Interaction naturally leads to the correct cosmological DM abundance and to its cold and collisionless status. 

Density perturbations arise naturally with specific (and known)  initial conditions and no free parameters to be fixed and proceed by 

means of an also  specific (and known) bottom up merger-dominated  process.

Gravitational interaction is the only actor for the dark component, numerical simulations with known  baryonic physics are able to 

reproduce the evolving universe.

ΛCDM Scenario is fully falsiable by observations, experiments and theorethical arguments a

- needs only DMP(1990) 

- is set to reproduce any DMP(XXXX) with the help of « dirty » baryonic physics 



The inescaple outcome: a family of halos of very different mass, but 

similar density profiles, arranged in a specific hierarchical way.



ΛCDM scenario: the density profile

Density Profiles  

N-body simulations (1996)

25 years later:



ΛCDM scenario for the DMP is uniquely beautiful and 

this has been the main motivation for

-35.000 published works

-90% of cosmologists has worked in it 

- Experiments ~ several BN $ in 30 years



1 - Introduction

2 - Dark matter (DM) phenomenon

3 - Dark and luminous matter in disc galaxies

4 - Low Surface Brightness (LSB) disc galaxies

5 - Universal rotation curve method applied to LSB galaxies

6 - Gravitational acceleration relation from LSB galaxies

7 - Hints on the dark and luminous matter interaction

8 - Conclusion

- CDM 

- Observations
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The Distribution of stars in galaxies

RD lenght scale of the 2D disk
Re lenght scale of the 3D spheroid

Freeman
Sersic

The Distribution of HI in disk galaxies

Stars
HI



Gravitational Potential

Poisson Equation

Rotating systems

Pressure dominated systems

Weak lensing

From the Gravitational Potential to the mass distribution 

X-Ray emitting gas



disk

halo

halo

halo

disk
disk

MASS MODELLING

lowest luminosities highest luminosities

MI = -18 MI = - 21 MI = - 23

disk

halo

disk

disk

1 par-stellar mass 
2 par-halo central density 
3 par-halo core radius 
1 fun-ϱH(r, 2 free pars) CORED



cored

NFW

NGC 3198

100 Spirals

Kinematics of individual
objects inconsistent with 
the presence of a NFW halo. 



A complete study of the NFW modeling of disc systems.

26 coadded RCs from 3100 individual RCs of S, LSB and dwarf S

No collisionless behavior in any galaxy.

R Dehghani

et al A&A 643, A161

χ2



ϱtoday(r, Mvir)

Initial and present day DM halos density profiles

timescale=initial

timescale =10 Gyr=today

today=initial (collisionless)

halo virial  mass

DM–LM interaction?

Units: r=kpc, Mvir =solar mass, ρ= g/cm3
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The structural DM and LM parameters are related  

among themselves and with luminosity.

-Baryonic feedback

-no modification of the DM scenario (inside the 

Apollonian  DM Paradigm)



low luminosity end

Central DM halo density vs. core radius 

Axions, Fuzzy DM 
Bose Einstein condensates 

high luminosity end

dwarf spirals

dwarf ellipticals

spirals

ΛCDM -8

-8

M87



DM HALO CENTRAL SURFACE DENSITY 



Stellar (disk) length scales vs halo core radii

(Luminous matter)
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DMP(2023) DMP(1990)

Anomalies, on scales > Mpc

Inconsistencies, on scales < 0.1 Mpc

ΛCDM scenario today suffers by: 

The disagreement is now so deep and wide that concerns
also the paradigm itself generating this scenario 



The wide disagreement between DMP(2023) and the CDM scenario
-Affects also its generating  Apollonian paradigm: its defining criteria   
are intrinsically incompatible with the  observational evidence. 
-The failure of the scenario stems from its automatic adhesion 
to criteria of scientific beauty in all its various aspects

The philosopher Nietzsche, not the first, but obsessed with idea:  

Beauty Truth
False                   Ugly



Paradigm 

-The DM scenario is primarily built by reverse engineering the full DMP(XXXX) whatever it takes
-Its theorethical foundation needs not to comply with the canon of scientific beauty, naturalness 
or usefulness in shedding light on known issues of SM EP.
-What, for a scenario, in the Apollonion paradigm is considered as a constraint, now is instead an 
-opportunity- in building it.
- scenarios that appear to our “scientific senses” ugly, ad hoc and anti-Occam are allowed  



Salucci et al Universe, 2020, 6, 118

Apollonian 

reverse
engeneering

verification

DMP(1990)
In agreement



SCENARIOS 

Direct DM-SM particle interaction. Dynamical state of the DM particle

Scattering, absorption and emission, capture, resonance.

Multiple location of the interactions.

DM-DM interaction enhanced by local baryonic excess
A Nietzchean scenario with:

Modified gravity and Dark Matter

baryonic feedback on a standard CDM Particle halo, 

Multiple dark components 

A new physical interaction create the DM  cores and it is the cause of the most fascinating 

aspects of the DMP(2023) Notice:

explains naturally the formation of cores and several of the above relationships



(R)(R)log

varies by up to 1000 at different radii

and in different galaxies

at r0 in any galaxy 

The quantity:   

r0
-is the size of the region in which the DM halo 

density is constant 

-marks the radius inside which the product of the 

two density, in all galaxies, is a fixed value

r0

obs



G. Sharma 2022

G. Sharma  2022



Central surface brightness vs galaxy magnitude 

Galaxies

Among galaxies,  the range in magnitude, type and central surface brightness                     
15 mag, 4 types, 16 mag arsec-2

Spirals, dwarf S & LSB : stellar disk +bulge +HI disk
Ellipticals & dwarf E : stellar spheroid

The distribution of luminous matter :

Dwarfs



The sample: 72 LSB of all luminosities + 36 dwarf Spirals

Ropt is the size of the stellar disk

y = R/Ropt radius in normalised units

Vb
2(y)/y= gb baryonic component of g

acceleration a y=R/Ropt

The g gb y relationship, not existing for a dark 

collisionless particle 

scatter 0.07 dex 

around the surface



MASS MODELLING-2  

stellar speroid



Gravitational   acceleration

Gravitational (radial) acceleration :

Baryonic component :

stellar disc bulge HI gaseous disc DM  halo

Rotating   systems



S+07

DM central density correlates 

with the disk mass
DM and LM compactnesses 

MD(RD), RD; MH(r0), r0

same MH(r0)

Formation of the stellar

disks 

Formation of the const 

density region in dark halos 

same MD(RD)



DMP(1980) dark component in several Spirals 

DMP(1995) dark component in all Spirals and in several galaxies of other 
Hubble types. Global DM and LM properties are linked.

DMP(2000) collisionless cold dark matter halos: anomalies in several Spirals  

DMP(2010) dark component in all galaxies out to virial radius. An inner region of   
constant density in objects of different L and T. Few parameters describe  
the mass distribution of 10^11 objects.                  

DMP(2023)   The distributions of dark and luminous matter in galaxies result    
entangled and described by a wide and complex scenario. 


